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To give Nita a vacation from magic, Nita's parents pack her off for a month-long stay with her
eccentric aunt in Ireland. But Ireland is even thicker with magical doings than the United States,
and Nita soon finds herself and a host of Irish wizards battling creatures from a nightmare Ireland,
one in which humankind is the stuff of tales and storybooks and where the legends and monsters of
the country's mythology are a deadly reality.
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Qulcelat
Diane Duane's Young Wizards series predates Harry Potter and takes a different tack to the notion
of young adults with magical talent.While Harry contended with Voldemort and his minions, Nita,
Kit, and Dairine contend against the Lone Power, the creator of death and entropy. This fourth book
in the series is set in Ireland, where Nita has been sent by her parents for a vacation with her aunt.
She quickly finds herself working with the local wizards to put down an uprising of creatures from
Celtic mythology. This book carries on the fine tradition of its predecessors.

Lemana
I love this series. I have them in hardback but have re-bought them in e-format. It has themes and
plots that apply to adult reads as well as young-adults.
Reddefender
The whole series is intelligent and fun, but loved this one in particular because it took place in
Ireland and addressed the Irish mythology in a way that was uncannily perceptive, beautiful and
smart.
Cobandis
I loved this wonderful mind trip through Ireland carried away by an engrossing tale of wizardry and
wonder. I think every teen will adore it but so will every older booklover like me. Draws you in and
you will want to stay. I am going to order and read more of this great series read.
Nnulam
best book in the series! although they're all really good.
Ynonno
I know these books are written for youth, but I thoroughly enjoy them at 77! Well defined characters
who maintain their primary personality characteristics throughout the series. Just a good fun read.
Flathan
Duane's books are always good and this series is fun because the story line is rivieting, the
characters are not perfect and the line between fact and fantasy is stretched
Enjoyable Sequel
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